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Getting Started
 

Trying to �igure out how you can use your instant pot? This very instant
pot’ guide will be walking you through everything you ought to know so
you can begin to cook with your favorite Instant Pot this minute. Safety
features on how you can conduct the required water test for your own
Instant Pot, knowing the difference that exists between a rather quick
release as well as a normal pressure release, as well as what to expect
all the way through the process of cooking.
 

Nevertheless, I assure you that by the time you are up and running with
this guide, you shall begin to ask yourself whatever took you this long
to discover the use of Instant Pots. I am so much in love with mine that I
now have more than one Instant Pot!
 

I’ll be helping you start off on the right foot with some tricks and tips
learned via trial, error as well as research. This very Instant Pot guide
will explain all you need to know concerning how to fully utilize your
Instant Pot as a �irst time user.
 

 



What’s an Instant Pot?
 

Instant Pots are simply electric pressure cookers. It can serve as a
multi-purpose appliance that is capable of cooking foods faster with
high pressure. It uses steam pressure build up within the pot, creating
an environment with higher temperature that can cook foods much
faster. Dissimilar to old pressure cookers, Instant Pot is designed with
several safety features which makes it easy and safe to use.
 

Instant Pots are pressure cookers, slow cooker, steamer,sauté pot, rice
cooker, warmer and yogurt all encompassed in one. I have been
surprised at the dynamic nature of Instant Pot along with the �lavor as
well as food texture I can cook with it. The increased pressure within an
Instant Pot can soften even the tough meat cuts. It creates complex, rich
�lavors – really, I have never had any chili that is betterthan an Instant
Pot Chili!
 

 



Unloading Your Instant Pot’ Box
 

Maybe you are yet to remove your Pot from the box, you need to start
considering it now. To have an Instant Pot opened, turn lid counter in a
clockwise direction and then lift. If you want to close it, just turn it
clockwise. Get rid of all plastic wraps from the inside of the pot as well
as the accessories.
 

Base’ Unit – this comprises the heating element.
Stainless Steel’ Inner Pot – will �it into the base’ unit.
Lid – the lid’s look is different depending on the model.
Steam Release’ Valve (also known as Steam Release’ Handle) – this will
�it the lid’s top and may be attached already.
 

Condensation Collector – �ix this to your Instant Pot’ rear. (LUX models
don’t have any condensation collector.)
Trivet – ensure you keep this since you will be needing it.
 

Power Cord – detachable in some of the Instant Pot make.
Utensils& Measuring Cup – these are produced with Instant Pots.
Hence, I do use my utensils and measuring cups in exchange for these.
 

The very �irst step you want to take is to wash the Instant Pot parts. The
Pot’s lid, stainless steel and steam release’ valve are all dishwater safe;
nevertheless, I wash my hand. Its base unit isn’t dishwater safe – avoid
immersing the base’ unit inside water. 
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